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Who’s in the Kitchen?
Not Generation Y
They’re lined up at sidewalk-spilling bistros, and every night it’s a new
Instagram photo of smiling 30-somethings posing over some fancy dish.
The first question that comes to mind is don’t Gen Yers ever eat at home?
And the answer is not often, unless you count takeout.
Gen Y is generally assumed to have been born between the mid-’70s and the
early part of the millennium. As such, it’s a big group to follow. But when
respected news sources such as Time and New York magazines find
millennials’ eating habits quotable, it’s time to pay attention.
A Time article, “Why Gen Y Loves Restaurants – And Restaurants Love
Them Even More,” quoted findings by research company Technomic
indicating that 42% of millennials visit “upscale casual dining restaurants” at
least once a month – well above the frequency of baby boomers and Gen Xers.
New York magazine calls food a “defining obsession” with Gen Yers.
According to a New York cover story, Gen Yers talk about food; organize
their social calendars around restaurant meals; and tweet, dish and check in
with friends from the latest resto. They live for their next great restaurant meal.
Some cook themselves, but many don’t (particularly those millennials who
have moved home to mom, dad and their kitchen). A recent article out of
Australia bemoaned the loss by Gen Y of skills such as cooking, ironing or
sewing. (Isn’t there an app for that?) In Australia, the article pointed out, 49%
of women under 30 couldn’t cook roast beef, compared to 18% of baby

Should You Consider
a Switch to Medicare
Advantage?
Most of us over 65 are familiar with Parts A
and B of Medicare, but how much do you
know about Medicare C, also called Medicare
Advantage?
Medicare C plans are regulated by the
government and run by private insurers. They
offer coverage comparable to Medicare A
(hospitalization) and B (doctors’ bills,
medical tests and some screening procedures)
and may include prescription drug coverage.
There are a number of Medicare C plans
available, with differing premiums, copays
and out-of-pocket limits. Some cost about the
same as standard Medicare, while other plans
have higher premiums.
But does a Medicare C plan make sense for
you? It depends on your individual
circumstances.
Here are some factors you may want to
consider:
 If you have standard Medicare, you don’t
have a cap on out-of-pocket expenses. If
these are mounting up, Medicare
Advantage plans have a maximum cap of
$6,700 a year, and many are much lower.
 If your prescription costs are high but
you don’t want to pay extra for the
optional prescription coverage under
standard Medicare, most Medicare C
plans include this coverage. But consider
this carefully: You may not be able to
justify a higher-premium C plan just to
obtain drug coverage.
 Nursing home care and dental and vision
care (not covered by standard Medicare)
are covered by some Medicare C plans.
 You have a better selection of providers
with standard Medicare; Medicare C is
not as widely accepted.

Here’s One Way to Insure Your Retirement
An insured retirement is one that
guarantees you income and protection
during your golden years.

solutions can help ensure guaranteed
lifetime income and protect your wealth
during your retirement.

But how do you achieve that?

Life insurance has important benefits

The U.S. is facing a potential retirement
crisis as 79 million baby boomers enter
or near retirement; in the future, this
number is likely to increase.

Often investors will focus on the first three
of these insured retirement solutions, but
life insurance can also play an important
role in a retirement portfolio.

Retirement is expensive

It can provide a stream of income for a
family to live on for a period of time. That
stream of income can pay off debts and
loans, providing surviving family
members with the chance to move on
comfortably. It can keep families in their
homes. It can even fund a child’s college
education or keep a family business in the
family.

At the same time, retirement is
becoming more expensive due to an
increase in life expectancy as well as
inflation and rising health care costs.
A number of insured retirement
solutions exist to help: annuities, longterm care insurance, reverse mortgages,
and of course, life insurance. These

Travel Safely This Spring with a GPS
Looking to make your spring travels
smoother and safer? Consider a global
positioning system (GPS) for your
vehicle. More than a direction finder,
your GPS can include hands-free
calling and point you to the closest gas
station.
It’s safer, too. Your GPS eliminates the
distraction of looking for street signs,
and it indicates the correct lane in
advance. Best of all, there are no

folding maps to pore over.
To maximize your GPS’s safety potential,
use it properly. Because the GPS gives
audio commands, make a habit of listening
to the verbal directions. If you need the
map, a quick glance at the screen will show
you all you need to know; treat it as you
would a speedometer.
Worth noting: never program it while the
car is moving.

But there’s one catch: You need to own
life insurance to obtain these benefits.
According to the industry research
group LIMRA, too many Americans do
not have adequate life insurance
protection. In fact, 30% of U.S.
households have no life insurance at all.
Life insurance isn’t right for everyone,
of course, but that’s why it’s a good idea
to consult an expert before jumping into
it.
Your advisor can help you decide
whether life insurance is an appropriate
investment for you based on your
individual financial circumstances and
goals and, if it is, help you choose
whom to purchase from and how much
to purchase.

